Hindmarsh propose the following protocol for “Exceptions and Unexpected Exceptions”

**Expected Exceptions**
- Provide planned exceptions at CLC meetings.
- List in minutes which will be posted on COFA website.
- Broadcast list to the wider community.
- Closer to the event email a reminder confirming final details.

**Unexpected Exception**
- If “Unexpected Exceptions” occur Hindmarsh to send broadcast email to the wider community.
March 2011 – Expected “Exceptions”

SELWYN STREET

- Bins for Asbestos Removal & light strip out activities
- Scaffolding for Building D
- Tree pruning & Tree protection activities (to be completed)
- Diesel truck & various plant for demolition equipment
- 20 Ton Excavator
- Piling rig
- Trailer trucks for recyclable material to achieve 90% recycling rate for Green Star